
Bird Flu Breaks ‘Final Barrier’, Human to Human Transmission Begins,  (Staged depopulation by NWO)
China Seals Internal Borders, WHO Issues Desperate Warning and UN states, “Prepare For The Worst”
http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index759.htm  By: Sorcha Faal, as reported to her Russian Subscribers (copy and distribute to others)

Western Media Sources are reporting today on the findings of Russian Scientists that the ‘final barrier’ of the mutating Bird
Flu Virus has been broken and the much dreaded pandemic has begun, and as we can read as reported by the British
Independent News Service in their article titled "Fears that new strain of bird flu will kill millions" and which says;

"International experts fear that bird flu is mutating into a strain that will cause a worldwide pandemic, killing many millions
of people after the mass deaths of wild birds in China.Unconfirmed reports say that more than 100 people have also died,
suggesting that the virus may have evolved to pass from person to person, breaking the final barrier preventing a worldwide
catastrophe.

The Chinese government, while denying the reports of human deaths, has adopted emergency measures in Xinjiang, its
remote north-western province, and has sealed off affected areas with roadblocks and closed all nature reserves. "We are
worried," says Noureddin Mona, of the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation's representatives in Beijing. "We should be
prepared for the worst."

Also being reported is that the World Health Organization has issued yet another desperate warning to Western Nations,
and as we can read as reported by the Israeli Haaretz News Service in their article titled "WHO warns of worldwide deadly
flu epidemic" and which says;

"The message that came out of the international conference on the avian flu epidemic, which swept Vietnam this February,
was clear: The virus that killed hundreds of thousands of birds and dozens of people in recent years is about to mutate and
cause a worldwide epidemic. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated last month that millions of people will die
of the new flu, which a senior WHO official called "inevitable."

Russian Intelligence Analysts are also reporting today an unusually high volume of traffic on US Military secure
communications frequencies, that combined with an accelerated movement within the United States of their Military Forces
are indications of their preparing to seal their borders like the Chinese are currently doing in their interior regions.

Our previous reporting on these dire events in our report titled “Chinese Government Admits To Massive Epidemics as
World Health Organization Granted Sweeping New Powers over All Nations and Peoples on Earth" clearly show also the
likelihood that this pandemic will be the likely event to trigger massive changes in the alignments of the World’s Great
Powers, even to the establishing of what Westerners refer to as ‘The New World Order’.

To the worlds peoples though the greater concern should be in the protection of their lives from this devastating pandemic
through the strengthening of their immune systems by eliminating from their diets the Genetically Modified foods created
by their monstrous corporations, and as we have previously reported on in our report titled "Mutated Bird Flu Hits Dogs in
United States, Tens of Thousands Killed as US Government Issues News Censorship Orders Under New Quarantine
Provision Laws" and wherein we had stated;

"The Pentagon awarded three contracts last week, potentially worth up to $300 million over five years, to companies it
hopes will inject more creativity into its psychological-operations efforts to improve foreign public opinion about the United
States, particularly the military. "We would like to be able to use cutting-edge types of media," said Col. James Treadwell,
director of the Joint Psychological Operations Support Element, a part of Tampa, Fla.-based U.S. Special Operations
Command. "If you want to influence someone, you have to touch their emotions."

How utterly absurd that instead of preparing and protecting their citizens from mass death the American Military Leaders
instead want to “touch the emotions” of foreigners who do not like them.  Not just absurd, but how utterly strange that
where in years past we once had to rely on United States radio broadcasts to learn the fates of our refuseniks, now they have
to listen to us to know the fate of theirs.

Look up “New World Order” and “Illuminati families”. See prisonplanet.com and infowars.com and jackblood.com
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